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Design of the STARS Network QoS Reservation System*

Gary Hoo, Keith Jackson, William Johnston

Abstract

We are developing a trusted advance reservation system for network bandwidth. By “trusted

mean that the system will be fraud-resistant: it will authenticate and check the authorization

each service requestor, and will prevent man-in-the-middle attacks by digitally signing all in

mation exchanged over open networks.  The system will allow service requestors to reserv

work bandwidth in advance of using it, in order to support, e.g., coordinated use of distribut

computing resources such as remote instruments connected to supercomputers.  In particu

system is designed to control the use ofpremium bandwidth—that is, classes of service that are

better than the default best-effortquality of service (QoS).

I.  Introduction

In the near future, computationally intensive problems will be tackled by heterogeneous, di

uted scientific and computing resources that are part of highly networkedcomputational and data

grids [7, 14]. Grid applications will often generate large quantities of data for real-time consu

tion by analysis, visualization, and/or storage devices elsewhere in the Grid.  To attain the

required high data transfer rates at the required time in shared networks, this traffic will have

given preferential treatment.  Better-than-best-effort network traffic classes have been defin

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) and in ATM technology, among others.  Such

enhanced, orpremium, QoS offerings will have to be administered so as to maintain the serv

*This work is supported by the U. S. Dept. of Energy, Office of Science, Office of Advanced Scientific Computing Research, Mathematica
mation, and Computational Sciences office (http://www.er.doe.gov/production/octr/mics), under contract DE-AC03-76SF00098 with the
sity of California. The authors may be contacted at: gjhoo@lbl.gov, krjackson@lbl.gov, wejohnston@lbl.gov. This document is
LBNL-45039.
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guarantees of the QoS classes.  Thus premium network bandwidth of all types will be a Gr

resource no more or less important than any other resource, such as computing systems, w

these resources must operate in concert to accomplish their task.

To ensure that Grid resources are available when they are needed, their use will have to be

reserved, or scheduled in advance.  While many scheduling and control systems exist for co

tational resources such as supercomputers, we are aware of no such systems for network 

width in shared IP networks.  Furthermore, “the network” often will actually be an internetw

of multiple administratively distinct networks.  The owner of each network will want to make

own decisions on how that network’s resources are allocated.  This administrative autonom

might extend to subnetworks or even to individual routers, depending on how the network is

nized.

Every user would want his traffic to be treated as premium rather than as best-effort, so like

other scarce resource, allocation and use of premium network bandwidth must only be acc

to a well-defined policy.  It must not be possible to reserve or to use such bandwidth in viol

of policy governing its allocation and use.

STARS is a distributed system that coordinates the autonomous decision-making required 

reserve premium bandwidth from a data source to a data sink.  STARS permits each netwo

vice provider, including the domain of an end user, to decide how to allocate the premium b

width under its control.  These decisions collectively represent a commitment of premium

bandwidth by all the affected parties—the end sites, plus all the intermediate networks—bet

a source and sink.  Each decision will depend in part on the identity of the requestor, so ST

provides strong authentication of one participant to another.  The decisions also must be co
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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nicated between the participants, which raises the possibility of message-tampering and ot

types of fraud; we have therefore paid special attention to making STARS communications

tant to garbling, intentional modification, and false attribution.  Claiming of reservations is p

tected by authenticating the claimant against the reservation owner and then securely pass

flow specification to the network so the flow’s packets can be marked for premium service.

II.  Concepts underlying STARS

Broadly, STARS permits one to treat a network or internetwork as a single entity for schedu

purposes.  A requestor tries to reserve some type and amount of premium bandwidth, over

crete time period, between two endpoints (STARS does not support multicast flows).  If STA

determines the request is permitted by the policy of the domain whence it originates (e.g., 

requestor’s home institution), the request will be promulgated through the networks which w

have to carry the traffic (and thus which must be reserved), including the domain for which 

traffic is destined.  The result is a yes-or-no answer.

A number of concepts underlie the STARS approach; we discuss them below, then describ

STARS architecture.

II.A.   What is being reserved?

STARS was designed around the assumption that there arerestriction points in a network which

cannot accommodate all the premium traffic that could traverse them and which therefore m

scheduled. (If no restriction points exist, then STARS is unnecessary for that network.) Typic

a restriction point would be a router in which multiple incoming flows could converge on a sin

output port.  The network administrators for each autonomous system (AS) are responsible

identifying potential and actual restriction points; how to do so is beyond the scope of this p
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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though the authors are also working with the engineering group of the Energy Sciences Ne

(ESNet)—the U.S. Department of Energy’s production scientific network—to address this is

The ordered set of restriction points between a data source and a data sink is called thereservation

path.  A reservation is a hold on an amount of premium bandwidth of a particular type for so

time period. In the context of a particular restriction point, the term “reservation” applies onl

the bandwidth reserved at that restriction point; for STARS as a whole, “reservation” denote

ordered set of restriction-point reservations along a reservation path.  The latter is also call

end-to-end reservation in this paper.

Note that reservations are unidirectional: that is, a reservation applies only to data moving fr

data source to a data sink. However, two communicating entities may each be a source and

various times during a conversation. For example, if host A transmits data to host B using TC

sends acknowledgements to A even if it never sends any data of its own. To STARS, A and

both data sources, each with a reservation path. Distinguishing between these paths, thoug

both have the same endpoints, is important if routing is asymmetric or if premium bandwidt

scarce: TCP throughput, for example, is reduced if acknowledgements are delayed. Bidirec

data flows therefore require separate unidirectional reservations.  (We are investigating how

automate reservations for “implicit” reverse flows, such as those of TCP acknowledgement

STARS makes the two reservations for a bidirectional flow simultaneously.

Finally, we are aware that network QoS may be provided by any of several means.  STARS

take advantage of whatever service differentiation mechanism—RSVP [2], DiffServ [1], MP

[3], ATM QoS [6], etc.—is available in the network, because STARS is a framework on top 

these mechanisms.
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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II.B.   Domains and users

The domain whence a reservation request comes is theoriginating domain; by extension, the

domain of the other endpoint in the request is thedestination domain.  One of STARS’ main

responsibilities is to decide whether or not a reservation may be made according to the pol

governing bandwidth allocation in both domains.  These policies may be expressed in term

access control lists or other mechanisms tied to identity.  For this reason, every STARS req

must be associated with a user in the originating domain; this user (or his agent) is known 

requestor.

In the destination domain, the requestor’s identity may not be recognized. (This situation is l

to arise in a Grid consisting of resources whose use is open to cooperating groups: cooper

may not extend to the onerous mutual issuance of login IDsen masse.) Nevertheless, the destina

tion domain must be allowed to apply its policy rules to the consumption of its premium ban

width along the “last mile” from the wide-area network to a host in that domain.

Since some process must consume the data on this host, one solution to this dilemma is to

the rights of the owner of this process (presumably a cooperative collaborator of the reques

the requestor.  The user (or his agent) associated with the consuming process is thedestination

domain user. The destination domain user delegates his rights to consume bandwidth in the

nation domain to the requestor via a secure document called aproxy credential.  During reserva-

tion, the requestor’s identity and the proxy credential are presented to the destination doma

which uses this information to decide if the requestor may make the reservation based on t

rights of the destination domain user.
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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II.C.   Service-level agreement

STARS calls for active management of scarce network resources.  Such management requ

clearly defined policies drawn up by network administrators of all the autonomous systems

(ASes) participating in the system, either as providers or users (or both).  In particular,

service-level agreements(SLAs) are required, defining the kind and amount of premium traffic

upstream domain may deliver to a downstream domain over a given time period.  SLAs als

describe the disposition of excess traffic (e.g., whether it is dropped or treated as best-effo

terms of payment, and the myriad other terms affecting the service provided by one domai

another. SLAs will govern STARS behavior during reservation as well as traffic treatment du

bandwidth use.  SLAs are agreements between ASes and typically are not concerned with

identity of end users.

III.  STARS architecture

STARS has three major components: reservation managers, the reservation coordinator, a

client-side reservation agent.

III.A.   Reservation manager (RM)

A reservation manager (RM) is associated with each restriction point.  The RM implements th

advance reservation and security capabilities required to participate in STARS, essentially 

as the restriction point’s proxy; this removes the need to modify the restriction point itself.

STARS advance reservation capabilities include creating, modifying, claiming, and removin

ervations.  In particular, the RM encapsulates a scheduler that understands advance reser

(e.g., a time slot-based system as opposed to a batch scheduler). The current implementat

vides aslot scheduler [10, 9] that is used by default, but we are investigating how to use exis
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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schedulers such as Maui [15, 4] or DSRT [5] instead so sites may use whatever scheduler 

appropriate.

An RM may authenticate and perform access control checks on a requestor.  It coordinates

scheduling of the restriction point(s) under its control during reservation, and communicates

the restriction point(s) to allow claiming of reservations.

An RM emits a digitally signed document called atokenwhich represents the result of its reserv

tion process.  The result may be “success” or “failure.”  RMsadjacent to (directly upstream or

downstream from) one another in the reservation path have trust relationships with one ano

that permit verification of tokens.  Such verification (via digital signatures) is needed to prev

fraudulent reservations from being made by third parties impersonating valid RMs.

In addition, the RM can respond toresource availability queries.  A resource availability query

requests information about when and how much premium bandwidth of a given type is ava

within a given period. Such queries are particularly intended to assist high-level resource br

that will negotiate on the requestor’s behalf for the computational, storage, network, and othe

tributed resources the requestor will need to perform its task.  Whether the RM can respon

fully to a resource availability query depends on its underlying scheduler(s), but the RM can

least return an “operation unsupported” or “information unavailable” response to the querie

Note that an RM may represent more than one real restriction point.  That is, an entire AS 

look like a single restriction point because a different reservation scheme is used in the trus

interior of the network.  RMs, with their relatively heavyweight security features, might only

used at the AS ingress points.
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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III.B.   Reservation coordinator (RC)

To make an end-to-end reservation, arequestor, a person or a resource broker, must make a re

vation at each RM in the reservation path.  To do so, the requestor provides the addresses

two communicating endpoints, the type of premium service desired, and the desired start an

times to thereservation coordinator (RC).  The RC authenticates the requestor, determines th

reservation path, then contacts each RM in the reservation path(s) to make the reservation re

This step-by-step process continues until either an RM cannot satisfy the reservation reque

all RMs in the reservation path(s) have made the appropriate reservation(s).

The RC, given the two communicating endpoints, first must find the path between them in e

direction, then determine which elements in that path are restriction points (i.e., find the res

tion path).  The client-side reservation agent (see Section III.C) is likely to participate in the

discovery, but this will not require any interaction with the requestor.

The RC contacts the RM associated with each restriction point and requests a reservation.

RC checks whether the returned token indicates a successful reservation was made. If so,

passes the token it just obtained to the RM representing the next restriction point in the reser

path (and saves the tokens in a secure repository of its own.) A “failure” token at any point t

nates the reservation process, requiring the RC explicitly to cancel the reservations it has a

made along the reservation path.

Note that in order for the RC to cancel a reservation autonomously—that is, without explici

action by the requestor—it must be trusted by the requestor. The RC acts as the requestor’s

in this regard.
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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III.C.   Client-side reservation agent (CRAg)

In the future, applications may be written to interact with STARS via a well-defined API.  Ho

ever, not all old applications can be modified to do so.  STARS therefore provides theclient-side

reservation agent (CRAg), which acts as the requestor’s proxy to STARS.  In particular, the

CRAg is meant to handle two tasks common to all applications: authentication and path dis

ery.

The requestor must authenticate itself to the RC or the RC would be vulnerable to replay a

in which a malicious third party masqueraded as a legitimate user by passing old messages

system.  The CRAg obviates the need for every application to write its own authentication-c

lenge code.

If path discovery is implemented via, e.g.,traceroute  for an IP network, some entity on the

host from which the data will flow must perform thetraceroute .  Again, it should not be nec

essary for every application to implement this functionality: rather, a commonly available mo

should do so.

The CRAg can be invoked as a standalone application which can make a STARS reservati

can be called from within an application as a library module.

IV.  Reservation

In the following sections we describe the reservation process itself, which is a two-stage co

process reflecting the need to permit network administrators to make their decisions indepe

of one another or of any central authority.
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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IV.A.    Path and restriction point discovery

The first step in the reservation process is to locate each restriction point in the path betwe

end nodes.  In our initial implementation, the RC starts by asking a CRAg to perform an IP

traceroute , producing a list of routers between the endpoints.  Next, the RC must determ

which of these routers are restriction points. For our initial implementation, we plan that eac

should maintain a list of its routers which are RM-managed restriction points; how the AS d

mines these is at its discretion and beyond the scope of this paper. (In the future, the list mig

generated dynamically according to network monitoring information.)  The list also names t

RM associated with each restriction point.  The net result is a list of RMs the RC must cont

make the reservation—the reservation path.

The simple path discovery mechanism will not work if any AS in the path has disabled suppo

traceroute .  We are investigating alternative methods in consultation with ESNet.

IV.B.   End-to-end reservation

Having identified the restriction points in the reservation path, the RC starts making soft res

tions on every RM in the path.  Asoft reservation is one which will be released after a short tim

if it has been neither refreshed nor upgraded to ahard (confirmed) reservation. The RC begins b

contacting the RM associated with the originating node in the reservation path (thesoft

reservation startpoint): we call this thefirst-hop RM.

The first hop RM must authenticate the requestor and verify its right to make a reservation.

expect that authentication will be via X.509 certificates [11].  Authentication may be skippe

the RC indicates that authentication has already been performed by another trusted entity.

prevents duplication of effort if STARS is operating within a trusted domain using, e.g., the 

bus Security Infrastructure [8].
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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The first-hop RM typically represents the local domain (site) of the requestor and is therefo

responsible for implementing the policy of the requestor’s site. Following authentication, an

may apply access control by consulting a policy service.  We are using the Akenti policy en

[17] for this purpose. The policy service will return “yes,” “no,” or “maybe,” thus granting, den

ing, or deferring the decision on access (that is, the right to commit resources as requested

general, a deferred decision means that the policy engine cannot evaluate certain policy co

tions, perhaps because they depend on specific knowledge of the resource or are too variab

encoded as static policy. The site RM is responsible for taking appropriate action in respons

deferred decision.

Following a “yes” from the policy service, or satisfaction of whatever ancillary conditions we

required as part of a deferred decision, the request is passed to the appropriate scheduler.

may be multiple schedulers controlled by a single RM, each scheduler corresponding to a p

lar class of premium bandwidth at a particular restriction point.  The RM requires that at mi

mum a scheduler must return either “yes” or “no,” signifying success or failure in accommoda

the reservation request.  The RM treats a successful return as a soft reservation—that is, t

requested resources are conditionally held for a short period of time. (This period will almos

tainly be configurable and perhaps dynamically adjustable.) If the soft reservation is not upg

within that time, it is automatically removed by the RM.

The RM stores the soft reservation in persistent (local) storage, then encodes the original r

tion request information along with RM-specific information as an XML [18, 19] document. T

RM digitally signs [16] the document, and the resultingsoft reservation token is returned to the

caller.
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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The other RMs in the reservation path each perform operations similar to the first-hop RM.

ever, policy-based access control based on the original requestor’s identity will seldom be p

ble because the requestor’s identity will seldom be meaningful to intermediate RMs.  Instea

both authentication and authorization are based on the identity of the upstream (prior) RM 

reservation path. A (signed) soft reservation token indicates that the upstream RM has com

its resources, which is proof enough that the (original) request was genuine.  While this pla

great burden on the first-hop RM to perform stringent, fine-grained policy-checking, that is 

appropriate place for the burden. At the same time, other RMs need not abandon policy-che

altogether: we envision that at the very least, RMs for ingress points to an autonomous sys

will verify that the reservation request is within the agreed-upon service limits described in 

SLA negotiated with the upstream domain.

Following signature verification of the upstream RM’s soft reservation token and any desire

icy checking, the RM will extract the relevant reservation information from the token, sched

the request, create its own soft reservation token, and return that token to the RC.

At the RM associated with the destination node on the reservation path, or thesoft reservation

endpoint, thelast-hop RM authenticates the identity of the destination domain user (see Sect

II.B), and checks the destination domain user’s authority to make such a reservation.  Agai

are using Akenti for authorization checking; however, the destination domain user will be id

fied by means of proxy credentials.  The proxy credentials not only identify the destination

domain user, but also securely associate the requestor’s identity (and thus his rights) with t

tination domain user’s identity (and his rights) so the credentials cannot be used by an una

rized party.
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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A failure of any RM to create the requested reservation is denoted by that RM returning a dig

signedfailure token.  Receipt of a failure token terminates the reservation process.  Any exis

soft reservations in the reservation path are either explicitly removed, or allowed to time out.

RC removes all soft reservations along the reservation path on which the error occurred, bu

allows any soft reservations on the corresponding path in the opposite direction to time out

Explicit cancellation of the latter is difficult because there may not be a trust relationship betw

the node at which the failure occurred and the node at which the corresponding opposite pa

successfully obtained a soft reservation before the failure.)

The RC refreshes outstanding soft reservations at all RMs until either the entire reservation

cess is complete or a failure has occurred.

IV.C.   Soft-to-hard reservation upgrade process

The reservation upgrade process changes soft reservations to hard reservations.  It procee

the last-hop RM backwards to the first-hop RM.

The RC initiates the upgrade process by sending an upgrade message to the last-hop RM.

upgrade message contains, among other things, the last-hop RM’s soft reservation token, 

permits the last-hop RM to verify the validity of the request.  The last-hop RM upgrades the

reservation to a hard reservation internally and returns a hard reservation token to the RC.

the soft reservation token, the hard reservation token is digitally signed.

Upon receiving this hard reservation token, the RC incorporates it into an upgrade messag

sends that message to the immediately prior RM in the reservation path. That RM verifies th

nature of the last-hop RM’s hard reservation token, then upgrades its own soft reservation 
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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returns a hard reservation token to the RC.  In this way, the RC works backwards along the

vation path to the first-hop RM.

When making related unidirectional end-to-end reservations for a bidirectional flow, the RC w

until both directions have completed the soft reservation process before starting the upgrad

hard reservations.

IV.D.   Claiming

When the requestor or its designated agent—hereinafter referred to as theclaimant—requests that

the reservation be instantiated, it presents its identity, the hard reservation token, and the fl

specification of the process that will actually make the connection, to the first-hop RM.  The

first-hop RM authenticates the claimant and verifies the signature of the hard reservation to

(The token is not really necessary except insofar as it uniquely identifies the reservation be

claimed. Furthermore, possession of the token by itself is insufficient to claim the reservation

identity of the claimant must match the identity of the party entitled to claim the reservation

securely encoded within the token.)  The first-hop RM also performs any runtime checking,

“Is the claimant coming from the right subnet?” or “Has the state of the network changed so

invalidate the reservation?” If the authorization checks succeed, the RM marks the reservat

having been claimed and returns a “success” message to the claimant.  The RM passes th

specification to the QoS manager in order that, in the case of IP DiffServ for example, the pa

can be marked for the premium class.

The claimant also contacts the last-hop RM and tells it to claim the reservation; the process i

ilar to claiming at the first-hop RM.  When both RMs have returned “success” messages, th

claimant may begin sending data.
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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Intermediate RMs do not need to participate in the claiming process because their decision

typically made based on the aggregate use of premium bandwidth being within the SLA bet

ASes.

The first-hop RM prepares a digitally signedclaim token for accounting purposes, to signify tha

the reservation was claimed.  Whether this should be kept solely by the RM, issued to the 

ant, or published in an information service is under investigation.

V.  Other work

Related work in bandwidth partitioning and reservation is being pursued by the Globus pro

and the Internet2 Quality of Service Backbone (I2 QBone) testbed.

The Globus Architecture for Reservation and Allocation (GARA) [9] defines a QoS architec

that supports flow-specific QoS specification as well as advance reservation.  GARA develo

have conducted tests of their reservation framework in the wide area using a testbed that in

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and Argonne National Laboratory. Because of the

relationship of our work to GARA, we are collaborating with the GARA developers to share c

and experiences.

The I2 QBone [12] has been active in the design and deployment of an interdomain QoS fr

work.  In particular, the I2 QBone Bandwidth Broker Advisory Council (BBAC) [13] has

attempted both to identify the many administrative difficulties in propagating premium traffic

between autonomous systems (ASes), and to design a protocol to address these difficultie

work has focused mainly on developingbandwidth brokers, software entities that manage pre-

mium bandwidth for an AS and that can negotiate bandwidth requests with one another on b

of end users using the prototype protocol. We are monitoring the BBAC’s activities to determ
wrence Berkeley National Laboratory
sdev@george.lbl.gov
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if STARS can be made interoperable with a bandwidth broker, but at present believe it would

be possible if we disabled much of the STARS security framework.

VI.  Current status

We have designed the RM and RC as well as the structure of the XML documents they will

exchange.  We have implemented significant portions of the RM and are implementing the 

We are working with an ESNet QoS testbed in order to allow wide-area testing of the STAR

approach.

VII.  Conclusion

STARS is a trusted advance reservation system for premium network bandwidth. The system

authenticate and check the authorization of each requestor, and will prevent man-in-the-mi

attacks by digitally signing all information exchanged over open networks. The system will a

service requestors to reserve network bandwidth in advance of using it, to support coordinate

of distributed computing resources such as supercomputers.  The evolution of STARS is in

small part the result of lengthy discussions with ESNet engineers in order to ensure that th

cess can conform to the operational requirements of an ISP.
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